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Abstract
KTP is a proof of identification issued by the implementing agency that applies
throughout the territory of the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia. The existence of KTP is
recognized as very important in daily life because it is used in all activities or any series of
administrative transactions. Field studies found the number of cases of Asphalt ID cards (original
but fake) used as a means of media fraud. Because ID cards are very easy to falsify this makes
it difficult to identify cases of data misappropriation. The focus of the research was the utilization
of Blockchain, by applying distributed consensus and cryptography in improving the
administration management system of KTP to identify the existence of fake IDs and double data.
The research method used is descriptive analysis method and literature study. By implementing
the decentralization and cryptographic system owned by Blockchain, it is expected to minimize
the occurrence of identity misappropriation, as well as be able to be a technology capable of
contributing to the success of aspects of state administration governance systems.
Keywords: KTP, Administration, Blockchain, Data Misappropriation.

1. Introduction
Regulated in the Act. No.23 of 2006 and Presidential Regulation No.35 of 2010 which
discusses the regulations and changes in the application of the national ID card administration
system based on the Parent Number [1]. Government policy in the Act is to enforce the E-KTP
system created to create a consensus of a nationally centralized database, with the enactment of
biometric systems. which means, that each owner of e-KTP will be connected into a series of
centralized database units that will be interconnected nationally so that, everyone only has one
KTP only [2]. With the making of the e-KTP administration system, it is intended to create an
orderly administration. In addition, the regulation is used to prevent and avoid the existence of
double data and misuse of ID cards that will impact and cause harm to the state.
Industrial Revolution 4.0 contributed a lot of great influence and the impact felt was very
significant. With this increasingly recent industrial revolution. So all kinds of human activities will
be closely related to technology, even all information dissemination activities are closely related
to technology [3]. Technology also brings an inferior impact, one of which is the activities of
misappropriation of KTP data carried out for fraudulent activities carried out by an irresponsible
person. Although the enactment of the Law governing the administration of ID cards issuance but
still many cases of fake ID cards found in the community, this will obviously cause unrest and
many losses caused by the problem [4]. The question is whether the system current administrative
governance has been able to coordinate the matter. The principle of e-government used to
improve the quality of administrative governance services is also in line with the principles owned
by blockchain, where blockchain has uniqueness including transparency, immutable and
distributed. Blockchain itself is a digital recording and storage system connected to a series of
chains connected through cryptography. Blockchain was first introduced in the banking sector or
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commonly known as Bitcoin, but nowadays blockchain has been widely applied in many sectors,
one of which is administrative management [5].

2. Problems Analysis
The case of KTP misuse has now become more widespread, even the motives of the
misuse of ID cards themselves have become more diverse, but clearly the only thing done is to
commit criminal acts or fraud. Fraudsters began to dare to do their activities and even used to
apply for money as bank customers. Of course this will contribute a lot of losses and soon found
a solution [6]. Based on these problems blockchain technology revolution will be able to eliminate
the occurrence of ID card misappropriation and the occurrence of double data. By utilizing the
decentralization and cryptographic system owned by blockchain, it will be able to be minimized.
The uniqueness of blockchain is immutable which means it cannot be changed or permanent.
Data added to the Blockchain consensus will be encrypted through a unique code called a hash.
This results in data that has been inputted will not be possible to be changed or deleted, because
the principle of the individual immutable is, can only create without being able to perform data
deletion activities, because each transaction that occurs has a different hash code [7].

Figure 1.Blockchain hashed code.
A simple hash concept in cryptography is a mathematical algorithm that maps data randomly in
the form of strings or hashes.
3. Research Methods
The research method is aimed at obtaining reliable and accurate information. The
research method used is a scientific method that is simply able to decipher the theoretical
understanding of science [8]. And descriptive analysis methods are used to weigh and measure
the characteristics of a tested data. in addition, the study of literature studies is used to be able to
find references from such research so that it can be used as a benchmark in conducting research
and obtaining information from various studies [9].
4. Literature Studies
In this study, the authors adopted 5 (five) literature studies that were used as a reference
in the research. Research in 2019 with the title "Design E-transcript With Blockchain Technology"
this research discusses blockchain technology used in the management of Diploma Transcript
publishing systems [10]. In addition, the research titled "Blockchain Implementation: E-Voting
Case Study" is a study conducted in 2019 by Satria Damai Kurnia Hu's brother, Dkk [11].
Which in his research raised the subject of blockchain is able to facilitate the
implementation of voting aimed at avoiding the occurrence of double data so as to minimize the
occurrence of fraud. In 2019, research conducted by Susanto, Dkk under the title "Smart Contract
Blockchain on E-Voting" Blockchain was used to run the e-voting process with several process
flows consisting of voter identity with KTP and blockchain address in each TPS [11].
"Implementation of KTP e Program in the Framework of Orderly Population Administration" is a
research title that has been conducted in 2017 [12].
where in this study raised topics related to KTP as an official document of residence
equipped with a security system and administration based on the national population database.
Febriarini in 2017 has conducted research with the title "Implementation of e KTP Program in the
Framework of Orderly Population Administration" in his research explaining the purpose of the
enactment of E-KTP is to realize administrative order on a national scale [13].
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Of the five library studies that have been described are able to describe some similar
research that has been done before, especially on research that focuses on the system of
managing the administration of KTP [14].
5. Results And Discussions
In 2020 alone, the total population of Indonesia reached 273,523,615 million people who
were divided into several groups consisting of age and gender. The data was obtained based on
the results of a population census survey. The number of people in the country from 2015 to 2020
is projected to reach 266.91 million people. That consists of the number of male sexes of 134
million and the data with the female sex of 132.89 million people [15].

Figure 2. Population chart 2020
In 2020 it is projected that Indonesia's population will be 273,523,615 people, while in
2019 it will be 270,625,568. This means an increase of 3,028,072 people or 1.15 percent (%). In
2020, the average age of Indonesia's population is 29.7 years with a population fertility rate of
2.32. Judging from the age group, the population aged 25-54 years is more than other age groups,
namely 42.4%. Meanwhile, the population aged 0-14 years reaches 25 percent of the total
population in 2020.

Table.1 Indonesia Population

Title of Paper.. Title of Paper.. (First Author)
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The number of world population in 2020 is estimated at 7,794,798,739 people. With a
population of 273,523,615 people, Indonesia ranks fourth in the world's most populous country.
In terms of gender, the total male population of Indonesia is 137,717,861 people or 50.35 percent.
While the female population is 135,805,760 people or 49.65 percent.
With the large number of population data that always increases every year, of course
crime continues to increase, especially in the misuse of fake ID cards [16]. The Directorate
General of Population and Civil Registration (Ditjen Dukcapil) deleted various pages and images
relating to the misuse of population data, especially KTP and KK circulating on the internet.
In addition to a number of complaints about not being able to register, the appearance of
a website containing a free National Identification Number (NIK) and Family Card (KK) has also
troubled the public. In circulation, a number of sites are claimed to contain NIK and KK which can
be used for prepaid SIM card registration. As is known, customers must include their NIK and KK
to be able to register a SIM card. Therefore this research was conducted to be able to reduce the
number of KTP abuse by embedding blockchain revolutionary technology with its characteristics,
namely decentralization and trustles [17].

Table 2. blockchain generation cycle.

Measured at the macro level described in table.1 blockchain technology and its application
seen from aspects of its development globally it can be concluded that blockchain can be used as
one of the aspirations in the effort to become an increasingly advanced and open world. This factor
brings it to the macro level which will then be able to support cultural values and include aspects
of transparency that will make an anti-government repression system. When viewed in terms of
data infrastructure presented by blockchain [18]. it will be concluded that a comprehensive
governance system will guarantee the process of structuring the governance system of the data
management system, especially in cybersecurity and information [19].
In the efforts to manage infrastructure and regulations and efforts to be taken in an effort
to answer existing expectations, the path that must be taken and taken is the Government is
required to make breakthroughs in the steps to improve the system and governance of KTP data
integrity in Indonesia. In this research conducted by adopting blockchain will be able to reduce the
amount of double data and asphalt data with immutability and distributed ledger system owned by
blockchain which is a key characteristic owned [20].

Figure 3. Illustration of ktp working system with blockchain technology
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Figure 3. is an illustration or illustration of a working system running within an E-KTP with
blockchain technology. Where, blockchain has 5 (five) main concepts, among others, blockchain
works peer-to-peer, KTP database system will be distributed decentralize, digital data system will
be stored permanently, and data transparency will be done by encryption by cryptographic method.
This, of course, will provide a governance system that will provide improvements in terms of data
security [21].
E-KTP systems with blockchain technology can be applied as an effort in the step of
updating the E-KTP issuance system infrastructure carried out by the civil registration population
office or DISDUKCAPIL. The application of cryptographic systems, by encrypting every KTP issued
by DISDUKCAPIL is an effort or step in improving data integrity, so that the data will not be
manipulated, so that asphalt data can be suppressed [22].
As for the positive impact of the implementation of blockchain systems in E-KTP, in terms
of security blockchain technology is very up-to-date and very effective. In addition, the application
of digital signatures can be done confirming the identity of the person applying the blockchain
system [23]. And from these signatures can also set data permissions and provide a trace of access
history of the identity data [24].
Conclusion
In the era of industry 4.0 life is inseparable from the existence of digital technology. The
presence of blockchain is very beneficial for data and identity security. The current application of
blockchain is not only applied in the Financial field but, various industrial sectors have also
implemented the blockchain technology revolution in an effort to ensure data integrity that can be
trusted and accountable for its authenticity.
For example, the agricultural sector today has even implemented blockchain in data
integrity. This does not close the possibility that the government can adopt blockchain systems in
an effort to protect state files such as ID cards in order to ensure a good management of data
integrity. With good data integrity, the government is able to eliminate the occurrence of data
misappropriation carried out in criminal acts.
This research was conducted in an effort to improve the E-KTP system with blockchain
technology in improving data integrity in the Disdukcapil system. Suggestions for further research,
in an effort to improve the data integrity system of KTP can be applied and developed to be able
to build an infrastructure of KTP issuance management.
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